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Preface
Since the appearance of Rolf Hochhuth's controversial play The Deputy in 1963,
most of the attention of researchers focused on the church question in terms of
Catholicism has centered on Pope Pius XII. To what extent did he actually attempt to
assist the victims of Nazism, particularly theJews? Should much have been expected
from him given the relatively isolated situation in which the Vatican found itself,
sitting in the center of Fascist Italy? In the final analysis do any of the adjectives such
as "indifferent," "callous," or "discreetly caring" apply to Pius's overall approach?
Such questions and other similar ones certainly remain relevant and in need of
further discussion.
But the entire emphasis of any examination of institutional Catholicism during
the Shoah should not fall solely on the activities of Pius XII. There is equal need to
examine how church bodies and Catholic leaders in other parts of Europe were
reacting to Hitler's effort to annihilate the Jewish people and to eliminate thousands
of the disabled, gay people, Poles, Gypsies, and others, and whether they were
affected by Vatican decisions to any significant degree. Likewise we must examine the
sense of self-identity prevailing within institutional Catholicism during that critical
period, especially in Vatican circles, to see what impact this self-identity (what
theologians term "ecclesiology") ultimately exercised on the Vatican's response to the
Hitlerian challenge. For whatever the final evaluation of historians regarding Pius
XlI's tenure as pope, and much remains to be researched in this regard, his deeds will
remain buried with him. There is nothing the contemporary church can do but
confront the record with full honesty. It cannot rewrite history. It can, however,
Significantly redefine its understanding of how a religiOUS institution and its leadership ought to respond in the midst of a grave social crisis.
'--"-Several years ago, speaking at an International Jewish-Christian Conference in
'''Vienna, historian Michael R. Marrus sounded an apt warning about evaluating
historical situations such as tlJ.at faced by the Vatican during the Nazi era. He argued
that a measure of humility must surround any investigation of individual and/or
group responses during such difficult periods. Posing such questions as "Why didn't
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they (Le., the Pope, AmericanJews, Churchill, Roosevelt, etc.) do more during the
Holocaust?" is dangerously misleading, according to Marrus. For behind it stands the
uncontested assumption that we today would in fact act more responsibly. Marrus
termed such an assumption "narcissistic."
Another caution that must be sounded has to do with the tendency to generalize
about the Vatican or overall Catholic responses to the Holocaust. At the same
November 1988 international conference in Vienna, Bernard Lewis strongly urged
.that this tendency be strenuously resisted. Instead we need to undertake a painstaking country-by-country analysis in Europe (Western, Central, and Eastern), taking
.'into account the church's particular social and political status in each nation. Only
. such an approach can lead to a truly fair assessment of the Catholic response.
Clearly there are those in the Catholic community, including influential Catholic
organizations in the United States, who wish to void any critical scrutiny of the
church's activity during the Nazi era and to portray Christians purely as victims. Such
a position fortunately has been rejected by an increasing number of responsible
Catholic leaders. At the May 1992 meeting of the Vatican-Jewish International
. Dialogue in Baltimore, for example, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago, in the
opening plenary address, praised the 400-page report by a panel of historians
commissioned and supported by the Cardinal Archbishop of Lyons (France) regarding the diocese's response to the Nazi challenge. He said that "it is only through such
candor and willingness to acknowledge mistakes where documentary evidence
clearly warrants it that Catholicism can join in the pursuit of contemporary global
justice with full moral integrity." 1 He urged the church as a whole to submit its World
War II record to thorough scrutiny by respected scholars.

i

The Vatican Response: What the Historians Say

)

The staunchest defense of Vatican activities during the period of the Holocaust,
and Pius XII in particular, is to be found in the writings of the long-time Vatican
archivist, Fr.. Robert Graham, S.]. He spent more than two decades collecting and
organizing=-matertalsrctiteCItothe Vatican response to Nazism. In particular he
focused on the final year and a half of World War II. Based on his analysiS of the
documents, now published, he concluded that Pius XII must be judged a "great
humanitarian," truly deserving of that forest in the J udean hills that kindly people in
Israel proposed to name for him in October 1958."2
Graham's argument, to state it succinctly, followed this general course. Though
Pius XII felt disappointment over his inability to prevent the outbreak of World War
II, he committed himself from its very beginning to the alleviation of human suffering
to the fullest possible extent. While Pius's concern extended to all the victims of the
Nazis, there is evidence in the materials now collected and available in the official
Vatican Acts from this period of his ever increasing predilection for attention to the
SUffe~ingS of the Jews. While many Vatican actions on behalf ofJews were the direct
result of Jewish organizations' requests for assistance (a sign, for Graham, of genuine
confidence in the Pope and the Catholic Church), other such helpful actions were
initiated solely by the Vatican. Graham argued that there is evidence of an unparalleled amount of communication between the Holy See and Jewish leaders. In the
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early years of the war, when emigration was still a realistic option in many places,
diplomatic pressure was exerted upon countries with close Vatican ties, Spain and
Portugal, for example, to issue entry and transit visas to Jews escaping from Nazicontrolled territories. And when the emigration option faded away between 1940 and
1942, the Catholic strategy began to focus on diplomatic protests against the deportation of Jews.
Slovakia serves as a good illustration of this later strategy, according to Graham.
When it became apparent in March 1942 that the Nazis intended to forcibly deport
some eighty thousand Slovak Jews, the Vatican's diplomatic apparatus moved into
high gear. Protests were lodged by papal representatives in Bratislava and by the papal
nuncio in Budapest. And when a second round of deportations was announced for
1943, Vatican officials again raised their voices in denunciation of the plan. Finally,
says Graham, when it seemed likely that yet more deportations were in the offing in
. 1944, the Holy See ordered its representatives in Slovakia to approach both the
foreign ministry and President Tiso (a Catholic priest) in its name. The representatives were instructed to make clear that "the Holy See expects from the Slovak
authority an attitude in conformity with the Catholic principles and sentiments of the
people of Slovakia."3 At the same time it suggested that a joint protest by the Slovak
bishops might prove extremely helpful in stopping the deportations. Subsequently,
• Vatican officials met with the Slovak minister to the Vatican and handed him a formal
message that read in part as follows: "The Holy See, moved by those sentiments of
humanity and Christian charity that always inspire its work in favor of the suffering,
without distinction of parties, nationalities or races, cannot remain indifferent to
such appeals."4
Graham claimed that the Vatican exhibited particular concern for the Jewish.
community in its midst, intervening directly with the Nazi authorities for the safety
'of the Jewish community of Rome and supporting the numerous monasteries and
convents that sheltered Jews during those trying times. As one example, Graham
... :died the intervention of Cardinal Maglione, then the Vatican Secretary of State, who
- iri. a private meeting with the Reich ambassador, Ernst von Weizsacker, in October
'1943 strongly protested the special SS raid that had seized more than one thousand
.. ItalianJews for transfer to Nazi death camps in Poland. The cardinalspoke of the pain
<experienced by Pius XII over this act and over the suffering of so many persons solely
····because of their race. Graham adds that many of the Jews who were able to escape
.c .. .the raid were taken in by monks and nuns for the remaining months of the Nazi
occupation.
Hungary was a particularly noteworthy and successful field of Vatican activity
.c.ou·behalf ofJews, in the eyes of Graham. Prior to 1944 the HungarianJewish com,~~unity had lived in an atmosphere of comparative freedom and security despite the
E~ssag~.ofsevere antisemitic legislation. The greater part of the Hungarian gov';::'.eI'Ilmeli.t had steadfastly refused to relinquish its own Jewish citizens, as well as the
:.,peWish refugees who had fled there from Nazi persecution in Slovakia and Poland. But
&f:,;;~llthat changed when Nazi armies advanced into Hungary in March 1944. The
~~;:previbus leader of Hungary, Admiral Horthy, eventually was replaced by a local
;i;t:ig9ye~!Ilent composed mainly of members of the virulently antisemitic Arrow Cross
,",,,;. ":·Yeinent. Deportation to Auschwitz in occupied Poland, to Austria for forced labor,
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or outright massacre within Hungary itself, became an increasingly common fate for
Jews residing in Hungary, whether citizens or refugees.
Volume ten of the official Vatican Acts from the period contains substantial documentation concerned with the Holy See's central role in the international effort to
protect HungarianJews. After the Nazi invasion, while Admiral Horthy was still head
of state, Papal Nuncio Angelo Rotta communicated extensively with both governmental leaders and Vatican officials in the hope of halting the deportations of Jews.
The result was the release of an "open" telegram to Admiral Horthy from Pius XII; it
read-in part:
We are being beseeched in various quarters to do everything in our power in order that,
in this noble and chivalrous nation, the sufferings, already so heavy, endured by a large
number of unfortunate people, because of their nationality or race, may not be extended
and aggravated. As our Father's heart cannot remain insensitive to these pressing suplications by virtue of our ministry of charity which embraces all men, we address Your
Highness personally, appealing to your noble sentiments in full confidence that.you will
do everything in your power that so many unfortunate people may be spared other
afflictions and other sorrows. 5

~

This papal appeal was followed in short order by several other international
efforts, including a press campaign in Switzerland and a warning from the British
foreign minister, Sir Anthony Eden. The bombing of Budapest was also ordered.
\These joint efforts initiated by the Vatican intervention resulted in a decision by AdEiral Horthy to suspendJewish deportations. Jewish organizations as well as the War
IRefugee Board formally conveyed their gratitu.de to the Vatican, according to Gra\ ham, for its crucial role in bringing about this decision by the Hungarian government.
After Horthy was deposed, Rotta found his work on behalf ofJews considerably
more difficult. With the assistance of the neutral Swedish ambassador, he arranged
for a meeting with the new Arrow Cross leadership. But, as he himself would later
relate, his plea for the safety of the Jewish community met with silence. He confessed
that he found the Arrow Cross leaders brimming with "fanatical hatred" toward the
Jewish community.
The failure to move the new Hungarian government on the Jewish Question did
not, however, put an end to Rotta's efforts. He turned to other approaches, principally
the issuance of "Letters of Protection"; these seemed to have a measure of success in
stalling the deportations of at least some Jews who received them. They proved
particularly useful in the case of baptized Jews. These letters, along with similar ones
granted by neutral foreign embassies in Budapest, often served as the eqUivalent of
habeas corpus writs for their recipients. In his official report to the Vatican on this
endeavor, Rotta claims that some 13,000 such documents were granted under his
aegis.
Graham's extensive treatment of the situation in Hungary clearly shows that he
regarded this country as one of the prime examples of active Vatican commitment for
the safety of the Jewish community. The collaboration of the papal nuncio and Vatican officials in Rome was as intense as possible under very trying political conditions.
Examining Graham's overall argument we certainly see that it makes some
important points in support of his contention of a positive papal and Vatican response
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to the Nazi annihilation of the Jews. On the other hand, definite limitations appear,
rendering his conclusions far less solid than he would have us believe.
Because many of Graham's writings have appeared in what maybe described as a.
"polemical context," that is, they are aimed at diluting the accusation of silence on .
the Jewish question on the part of Pius XII and his administration, these works often i
lack the kind of critical analysis that one might legitimately expect from a historian'j'
In one sense Graham ably carried out his assignment. He persuasively demonstrated
that simplistic claims about the "silence" of Pius XII do not stand up under the weight!
of currently available evidence and are likely to become even more probkmatic~s
further evidence surfaces. There is little question that Pius and key Vatican officials
undertook important initiatives on behalf of all, and not merely Jewish, converts to
Christianity.
_
Let me make it clear, however, that this judgment in no way fully settles the
question abou t the wartime activities of Pius XII and key Vatican officials. Significant
questions remain regarding the adequacy and the basic suppositions of Pius's
approach. These need a thorough airing by responsible Jewish and non-Jewish
scholars. But use of the term "silence," besides being factually inaccurate, degrades
the tone of the ongoing investigation and discussion and opens the door to those in
both the Christian and Jewish communities who would espouse basically uncritical
opinions .
. Focusing more specifically on those areas where Graham's materials reveal con-Ij
siderable weakness, the following points stand out: First, he rarely, if ever, questions,
whether the interventions he brings to the fore were pursued over a longer period or
were more in the nature of sporadic efforts. Do the available documents reveal official
Vatican persistence in pursuing the issue ofJewish safety and survival, orwereJewish
organizations continually forced to renew their appeals to Rome regarding the plight
of European Jewry? Only the former stance in my mind would qualify as an
indication of a deep, primary policy commitment on the issue. Nor does Graham ever
ask whether Pius should have reconsidered his position on certain matters (Le., his
unwillingness to identify Nazi victims by name) in light of the gravity of the situation.
In each and every controversial policy decision, Pius XII is accorded the full benefit
of the doubt. Those in the Jewish and the Polish community who sustain Pius's
judgments are singled out for praise, while the many critics of the Pope in both
communities receive a quick dismissal or no mention at all.
Another problematic aspect of Graham's argument is its heavy focus on papal andl \
Vatican activities in the final year of World War II. Graham makes some reference to ',:
Vatican interventions on behalf ofJews prior to 1944. But their inclusion serves only:i
~-ioobscure the question of whether in fact the Vatican response was far too slow inii
"coming. His presentation creates this problem by leaving the false impression that the
increased activity of the final year had earlier parallels. Uncritical readers might easily
reach this misleading conclusion. Regrettably, Graham basically avoids the question
of why a more concerted effort to save Europe's Jews took so long to develop in
~"valican -circles.
, Another drawback in Graham's perspective is that his writings convey the im- ~
pre~sion of rather harmon~ous collaboration between Jewish organizations and ~h.e 1
Vatican throughout the penod of the war. The subtle message seems to be that cntl- ;
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cism regarding the Vatican's response to the Shoah is essentially a postwar phenomenon that ignores the testimonies of Jewish leaders at the time. This again, as we
shall shortly see, greatly oversimplifies matters.
Finally, Graham seems little inclined to question the view of the Church that
prevailed in Vatican circles during the period and that exercised a decided impact on
the shaping of papal social policy. The same holds true for the fairly evident commitment of Pius XII and his close advisors to a defense of the established social order
in Europe. This was a course that many other historians view as an important factor
muting direct papal condemnation of Nazism for many years, the Nazi movement
having been seen, despite its radical human rights abuses, as a bulwark against
destruction of social order by the Bolsheviks in particular. Though Pius's personal
commitment to defense of this social order appeared to have waned considerably as
the war went on (and this may account in part for the Vatican's greater willingness to
intefVene directly on behalf ofjews), it was only with the election of John XXlIl to
the papacy and the Second Vatican Council that this commitment was fundamentallyabandoned. 6
For a perspective on the Catholic response to the Nazi period that differs in
several major points from that of Fr. Graham, we turn to the testimony olPr. Gerhart
J9-4nE of the WorldJewish Congress, himself an active participant in the organized
~ efforts to save European Jewry during the Third Reich. His analysis clearly
raises questions about several of Graham's claims and shows that considerable
research is still needed in a number of areas.
Riegner devoted much of his 1983 Stephen S. Wise Lecture at Cincinnati's Hebrew Union College to a description of Vatican-Jewish relations during World War II
,as he recalled them from his experiences as an importantJewish representative of the
time. 7 The first years of the war were marked by considerable apprehension on the
ewish side. There was great reluctance to seek from Rome assistance for the Jews of
Germany and elsewhere. Protestant leadership was seen as much more approachable.
This hesitation stemmed in great measure, according to Riegner, from perceived
favorable attitudes toward the Third Reich on the part of many German Catholic
ishops, as well as what appeared to Jewish leaders to be a basic policy of appeaseent on the part of Vatican authorities, particularly after the signing of the Concordat. Other factors that played a role in inhibiting a Jewish approach to Catholic officials were the presence of antisemitism in sectors of Polish Catholicism in the
interwar period as well as the seeming ineffectiveness of Catholic protest efforts on
those occasions when they were in fact forthcoming. Jewish leaders were also conscious of the Vatican's delicate geopolitical situation, an enclave within a fascist state.
It was not until 1942 that the policy of Jewish organizations on dealings with
institutional Catholicism began to change. In large measure this was due to the
, increasing gravity of the situation in Nazi-controlled Europe and the general feeling
among Jewish leaders that every possible avenue had to be explored in the effort to
Jrescue the Jews who faced annihilation. Pius XII now became a special target of
jewish organizational appeals in light of his acknowledged moral authority. Jewish
{ efforts were coordinated through contacts with papal representatives in Switzerland,
New York, and London. Some responses did materialize. Particularly important,
according to Riegner, was Vatican intervention in Slovakia, where Nazi-leaning
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President Tiso (a Catholic priest) relaxed pressure on theJews for a time after Vatican
intervention. But in the final analysis, Riegner's assessment is that little of substance
was done with respect to other countries. What steps occurred in Romania seemed
more the result of local initiative than Vatican directive. And Rome's reaction to the
condition of Jews in the unoccupied sectors of France was much weaker in Riegner's
estimation than that of several leading French bishops, particularly Bishop Saliege
and Bishop Theas, who in response to Jewish appeals strongly criticized Vichy's antiJewish legislation and the deportations in the summer of 1942.
Riegner then turns his attention to an important question that remains baSicall]
ignored by Fr. Graham. I~March~eg~!§!edj:r.t~h~"p!~ar~E.~.?-J9jnt
World
Jewish CongresslJewish
~ency memorandum at the request of theyapal
"""
...
. . -•••-, .............. - - - -...-. __ •. _..••.•...•.......•.•....... _ ........... "... _ ....... - ..... - - . .
""-..1
nunciO m-'Bern:-TIiisdorument described in considerable detail the conditions facing
~e countries where the Vatican was judged to exercise special influence
because of the size of the local Catholic community. Included on this list were
Slovakia, Croatia, Hungary, Romania, and unoccupied France. "Strangely," says
Riegner, "the detailed memorandum is not reproduced in the collection of docu
ments published by the Vatican on its action during World War II. The collectio
contains only the letter of transmittal."8 This represents a critical omission in hi J
mind. For this memorandum clearly demonstrates that the Vatican had been supplie
with extensive information about Nazi attacks on the Jews throughout Europe at •
relatively early date. When the Vatican first acquired detailed knowledge of the
gravity of theJewish situation certainly is a vital component of any overall assessment
today regarding the adequacy of its response to the Shoah.
Another central moment in Vatican-Jewish relations came in autumn 1942. The
Vatican received a request at that time from u.s. Undersecretary of State Sum~
~!ion .Qf reQQ!ts being received by the Allie'd"go~e~memsof
~~tion of]e;;in N-;~i:controJIeaareas.Afteisome delay a~
of rePe~t~~uestSror such confirmation, Cardinal Maglione, then'
Vatican Secretary of State, responded that the Holy See was not in a position to
guarantee their accuracy. ~e..&I],~~~.s... ~b-iue.p.b~.~s...'.'.s.u:~!!~.~~9!.tEe br,~~fin-Es
that Rome had received from its nuncios about the deportations <:>i ..kJ1'liLfrom
13~dl3essarifjlaiIf Detelfibe(1941-'JfQm'B.I~tj$1~Y.:!ljri.M¥ch 194~2.-l!.!!4,jJ1

I

~-bothPl0~·ai1K.~i~b.·-m.

The yeari94TaISo witnessed a concerted effort by several nations to persuade
Pius XIlto'iSSuealilltliffgh1: conderiinliifonofdieNazisfo;:iheir.. ·treatment·c;ra;.-e/·::..··

~n-flirscoannon:'UD:aeifakmgweieGreat. B~itain~th~ -p~li~hgQ~~ID- '

tit-Tri:.exlk,Bi1iZiCtfieUrijieCfstat~~,ani:ruruguay.·Th~ '~oti~atio~-f~'~'this effort
came arge rrom new revelations about the extent ofJewish suffering made public
iifionaon by tFie WoiIa]eWish Co~San(rthe~~9.lj.~Ii'gQY.e'!!!lJl~nt:-i.~exrre.-the
.-.-.~y rod respondto'thlS intema'ti~~;l appeal in his' Christmas radio
. address of that year. B.ut L~.-!E.~her typical fashion the Jews we!e not specifically
mentioned.
'
" - - . . ..........---.--.. ----......... ---'-....-............. '-" .
~

~egner_,!dmits. .!.~t a fiIst readiJ!g of the paE.,al statemellt leaves the im"p!'ess,iQ!!.\
of si ni
nt coura e on Pius's £!rt. But when one places this statement opposite
~~tl1e moving appeals of Polish President Raczkiewicz and others to the' Pope, as well
as the blunt statement of Cardinal Hinsley of London at a mass protest meeting in
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N ewYork in early 1943 in which he explicitly namedJ ews as primary victims and the
Nazis as the oppressors, the fundamental weakness of Pius's stance stands out for
Riegner. It is obvious that he does not fully accept the contention of Graham and
others that diplomatic reserve on the part of t\le Pope helped rather than hindered
the safety of European Jewry at the time.
The one region _~here Riegner clearly acknowledges positive VaticaI1!}ewish
collab'8rauon IsiilHungary.His recollecfion-6f-eveiits-in this connection paraIfeis in-~ offered by Fr. Graham. Fr. John Morley of Seton Hall
University has also undertaken further research into the situation in Hungary,
focusing especially on 1944-1945. His preliminary conclusion, related in private
correspondence, is that the materials existing in various Israeli archives as well as in
the Public Records Office in London covering this period tend to compliment the
conclusions drawn by Fr. Graham ·from volume ten of the published Vatican
documents. Riegner's own conclusion on the Hungarian situation is stated in the
following terms: "On the whole, one can probably say that the Vatican action in
Hungary stands out as effective and energetic; it certainly contributed to the saving
of many Jewish lives." 9
Riegner also speaks of certain papal nuncios, especially those in Slovakia and
Rom~arently unUertook iiumerous-·eIforts to rescue Jews. But the saJ;e
~of acti~-fs-:iJ.ot ·apparenflnotherCapfta15.-1ntliisana1ySis--ili~gner seems to
offer confirmation to the basic thesis advocated by John Morley, to be discussed
shortly, regarding untapped possibilities for savingJews that existed through Vatican
diplomatic channels.
~_g:[!~~l~o:n:a~~~_t~_e~!J?;um~r:~_~~_t-,_=~p_:~ia!ly i~_~he ear!y yeE:s of tkIhird
~~ich, Catholic leaders tenc!~d_~g]ocus tneir r«::.~c,!!,~.J;ffo.n~Ql1bj:h~llof.Jew~j!1Jav()~
6f those~n6haa·f~~~. This was particularly true for the German church.
·Ernst ChdsiianHelmreich, a scholar fundamentally sympathetic to the church's
difficulties in responding to the challenge of Nazism, has looked at this issue. There
has also been recent research on internal Reich documents that monitored local
church activities throughout the regions of Germany. Both investigative initiatives
tend to lend credibility to Riegner's claims on this point. lO
Overall, Riegner is forced to conclude that Vatican understanding of the full
scope of the catastrophe befalling the Jewish community of Europe was very late in
coming, if it was ever comprehended at all. Certainly the matter never assumed high
priority within the upper echelons of the Vatican. Riegner offers the following
personal examples to undergird his contention regarding Vatican misperceptions of
the Jewish situation:
In a long conversation with Msgr. Montini, subsequently to become Pope Paul VI, in
October, 1945, in Rome, during which I pleaded with him to help us obtain the return of
Jewish children who had been saved by Catholics or Catholic institutions, I was shocked
when the Catholic prelate contested the accuracy of my statement that at least 1,500,000
Jewish children had perished in the Holocaust. It took me more than half an hour to
\ explain and justify my statement and for him to accept it.1f.Qne_oLthe-s~nio_Lpers.2~!ities
of the Church ... could take sucll aI.1.!!mm<ieip good faith ... '- !!..~~~lJl? to me fa.ir to say
CUJ:~T1ilg1i~vau.candipfOmais- n~ve~ i-eally understood thux.tent 91. the tra~dYJhat had
'b~!a!.~e.~~~Q~~~llY~J.eY--·- . --.--.------ .
----- ..... .
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Without doubt, Riegner has raised some critical points that require further
scholarly research and reflection. His recollections would seem to expose important
weaknesses in the Graham narrative that need addressing before Catholics today can
rest content. If a glle~~!gEJ..?_~E~}~~out J3.ie&!!'~~~_~!l.flly'~!~it ,~<?.uld be bis
seeming conviction that if the Vatican had spoke!1:~llt IIl()r~forc:~f"':llly an<i ~i.r~E!!y
with respecrfOtfie-'aiim1ir!~tlon-'~Tl~~~j)j~thil~'::ll?Jk"arena, a greater nu.~1:>~!_ of
je'wishTIveswOU:fd1iave-beenspared. We now know from publicatlonssuch as the
WartimememorrsorCararnarHe~de Lubac 12 that even the indirect language of Pius
XII vis-a.-vis Jews played a critical role in molding Catholic resistance in countries
such as France. And Gunther Lewy, hardly a Vatican apologist relative to the Third
Reich period, has insisted that a "flaming protest" by Pius XII almost certainly would
have made no appreciable dent in finalJewish death figures, and might well have
made matters worse for bothJews and CatholicsY So the issue may be far more open
to discussion than Riegner would seem to allow.
Having examined two perspectives on Vatican activities during the Nazi era in
some detail, we can conclude this section with a brief overview of several other
scholarly viewpoints. Fr. John Morley has argued, rather convincingly despite
Graham's one-line rejection of his thesis, that the Vatican could have etone conside,r~ save Jews through its :pap~~_~~~~!E:~~_i,~act,pr?_~e the case.
In concert with moSIot11eTliistorians who have analyzed the period, Morley views
the problem as rooted in the basic tone and direction of Vatican diplomacy set by Pius
XII rather than in crass papal indifference to the plight of the Jews, Poles, and other
victims of the Nazis. Prudence and reserve were the prevailing characteristics of this
diplomacy. It studiously tried to avoid "offending" any nation, the Third Reich
included. This approach had a straitjacket effect on Vatican diplomacy and did little
to distinguish it from the posture adopted by the civil states toward the Third Reich.
In fact, on occasion, representatives of the Allied camp spoke more candidlyand[1
specifically about Jewish extermination than did the Vatican. 14
Gerhart Rkgner's recollections of the Nazi period, discussed above, would seem
to strengthen the force of Morley's basic argument. Even Fr. Graham's own research,
when read carefully, shows that most of the initiatives began with a particular papal
nuncio, not the Vatican. The possibilities for direct Catholic institutional action
differed from country to country. This must be underscored. Hence a measure of
caution must be exercised in generalizing from particular areas of some success such
as Hungary. Nonetheless there appear to be ample instances of important successes
in alleviating the Jewish plight in those countries where nuncios did act and
sometimes secured Vatican intervention as well to warrant Morley's more general
----c.-ondusion.
Michael R. Marrus has joined those whose writings have critically assessed the
overall Vatican response to Nazism. ls He too locates the problem fundamentally in
the style of diplomacy that Pius XII had helped to shape during the Depression era as
Pius Xl's Secretary of State.
_.' _ ~dges the presence of Va~~.!l,_(~El?Q?i~t(m_.~<?""~S_~~!J:>.olic~~ of
both Mussolini and Hitler, t>urneTrlSfStS1Ilat this opposition had more to do with the
ristian theology 0 aptlsm than it lowith conccrnabouitIieTareof the Jews
themselves. tverrafttr1lrerelease-ofiliepapal encyCIfcaiagainsiNazismTn19J7the
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Vatican attempted to prevent an open break with the Third Reich. The primary goal
remained, in Marrus's words, "political neutrality and the safeguarding of the
institutional interests of the Church in a perilous political world." 16
The first few years of the war witnessed little Vatican protest against growing
Nazi hostility toward theJewish community, no more in fact than was the case in the
1930s. Cl;lth()lic representatives spoke generally about the need for justice but
remainedl~gilijiriconcei-ned about tlie newantiseItijlfc campaIgns bemg developed
.~f.~ R~~1i~and.·.~oI~~9_~~ii~iif~! .g?ji~~i~~~:, Wheuo·tIie-m-urder-of Jews
began m earnest, says Marrus, the Vatican refused to Issue more than the most general
of condemnations despite its excellent information on the seriousness of the Jewish
condition. It is obvious that Marrus is not persuaded by Graham's argument that,
though the Vatican's language was most often general in tone, omitting direct
mention of both victim groups and the Nazis themselves, people understood the
specific intent of the Holy See's statements.
Marrus joins several other historians in arguing that the root cause of the limited
a~onse was diplomatic style. Vatica.n documents, h.e insists, do not indicate
ny guarded proNazi sympathies or the supremacy of opposition to the USSR. They
in fact clearly demonstrate that neither simple hostility nor indifference explains
Rome's posture during this critical period. Wh~h~!lm~ts do establish ~th
reasonable
certainty is th.~dQmigance
of a .......
policy of "reserve
and
concITIaiIon~er
~ ........ -._......... _.
.'. ........
.. --.-.--..
-.-:.::===-==-~
Pi~s XII, a policy that shaped not only his personaTapproach but strongly influenced
the"basic tenor of the Church's diplomatic corps, as well. Marrus puts it this way:

~

he goal was to limit the global conflict where possible, and above all to protect the
_.
..._ .. ;
./
.

influe~ce and.st~nding of the Chu~ch as an indepen~en~ voice. Con~inually appreh~nsi:e

of schisms Wlthm the Church, PlUS strove to mamtam the allegiance of Cathohcs m
Germany, in Poland, and elsewhere. Fearful too of threats from the outSide, the Pope
{[
dared not confront the Nazis or the Italian Fascists directlyY

For Marrus the controlling reality under Pius XII was the preservation of the
Church. All else took a backseat.
This same perspective, it might be noted, is shared by another Jewish historian
of the Holocaust, Nora Levin, though she attributes somewhat more direct influence
to the Bolshevik factor as a principal threat to Catholic survival than does Marrus
himself. This priority of Church survival led Pius XII, in Levin's words, to view the
Jews as "unfortunate expendables." l~ ~.!l.~~~~!~~of He~~:n_~.~~~her!.:~l_~~the
')miverse of moral ob!iga!i9E-.:.'~19
....
.
i --To'"tmthei'"underscore the predominance of the survival factor over pure
: antisemitism in shaping the Vatican's response to the Jewish Question, Marrus
[' introduces the issue of the Holy See's reaction to other groups targeted by the Nazis.
! Here too, he says, the Holy See basically followed a policy of reserve even when it
involved strong appeals from Polish bishops to denounce Nazi atrocities against
Polish Catholics, as well as in the case of the Third Reich's "euthanasia campaign" and
the Italian attack against Greece.
~a~]l""? J:>etw.e..~?-t.he.YAtk.anand P.Q4nd,as MaITl.!s l1~~LI}dicated,J)I.Qvide
, a useful'p'~anel.s.t~dy to .the question of the Holy See :3,!!Q...!he.l~wish community
, ::r;;";';:;-;\;Vnri~ W~r n. For hereTnere was ·il· staunchly Catholic co~munhyihlt, as

I

I
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historians are increasingly bringing to light, became nearly as critical as the Jews
regarding the policy of reserve pursued by papal diplomacy relative to the Nazis.
Polish-American historian Richard Lukas has raised this issue in his writings on
the Nazi attack against Poland. He recognizes the practical difficulties the Vatican
faced with respect to Poland, in part due to the flight of Cardinal Hlond from the
country, which caused great disruption within Polish Catholicism. The cold reception accorded Hlond in Rome by Vatican officials and the Pope himself helped to
restore some measure of credibility for Pius XII among Polish Catholics.
Overall, however, Lukas concludes that the balance sheet in terms of Vatican!
papal activity on behalf of Poland shows a deficit. This is borne out, according to
Lukas, by the concrete negative reactions of ordinary Catholics in the country toward
the Pope. "In the face of the persecution of the church of Poland," says Lukas, "the'
Vatican pursued a timid, reserved attitude. "20 This was like!yjh~ };'~_sult of a constellation of forces-a sentimentality about Poland on Pius' part, a' tin~'oL§~riii~l}o
~~iliat public denunaaiiOnswo~lC!m.:ik~~Pi~tiers;.-;~se f~r the Poles.

j

~~~~t~a~~:~f~~!~~:;!~i1;~~~~f:~~~~!Ji~::~(1
of the Nazis.
The 1943 statement, which admittedly did ease Polish-Vatican tensions to some
degree, was an effort to counteract the widespread criticism that had grown up within
clerical ranks because of the Vatican's seeming hesitancy on the Polish question.
There were even some Polish voices calling for the complete severance of relations
with the Vatican. The perceive,d abandonment of Poland on the part of Pius and the(
Vatican had led to the phenomenon of worshippers leaving church at the very
mention of the Pope's name. The Jesuits of Warsaw became so concerned about
Catholic loyalty that they published a defense of Vatican activities in behalf ofPol~nd.
And Fr. John Morley, who also addresses the Vatican's response to the Nazi attack on
Poland and interprets Vatican inaction there as resulting from a certain primacy of the
relationship with Germany in Vatican diplomatic circles, relates how Rome explicitly
instructed its nuncios on how to counter the mounting dissatisfaction with its
approach to Poland. 21
In his own analysis, Fr. Graham has attempted to respond to the charges against
Pius XII relative to Poland. But he concentrates almost exclusively on the 1943
speech and thereafter. And even in this limited context his argument rests on the
positive comments of a few representatives of the Polish government-in-exile. It is
obvious that a contemporary historian of Poland such as Lukas has not been fully
persuaded by this defense.
'L,O close this survey of historians relati,ve to Vatican-Nazi relations, we shall"j
briefly examine the writings of English Catholic historian J. Derek HQlII}~s and an
Anglican historian from Canada, John Conway. Besides F-r~ Graham, Holmes is
among the staunchest overall defenders of the regime of Pius XII. But he presents his
position in considerably less polemical fashion. In general he contends that Pius's
quiet diplomacy worked far better than many are willing to concede. He appeals, for"
example, to tIie remark olan unnamed Israeli consul in Italy who claiined that the rl~
Holy See in collaboration with the papal nuncios and regional Catholic leaders j
assisted in saving some 400,000 Jewish lives. 22
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Yet even Holmes, unlike Graham, is prepared to grant that some major drawbacks existed in Vatican policy. In general, he remains convinced that Vatican officials
failed to show sufficient resolve against racist attitudes throughout the Nazi era and
Pius XII himself did not exhibit a sufficiently forceful style of leadership with respect
to initiatives by local churches. A case in point, says Holmes, is Vichy France. After
the Vichy government's ambassador in Rome had inquired of the Vatican whether
proposed new legislation concerning Jews would create problems for the Holy See,
Marshall Petain, head of the Vichy government, was able to claim, says Holmes,
"unfairly but not without some justification that the Vatican had adopted a careless
or even an 'inhuman' attitude. "23
John Conway shares some of the same cautions as Holmes in his consideration
of Vatican policy.24 He recognizes that Catholic protest was not as strong as might
have been anticipated. He attributes this largely to a twofold conclusion on the part
\of the Catholic leadership elite, both in Germany and in Rome. This conclusion, he
\argues, was common to the leadership of much of the Protestant Evangelical Church
~s well, resulting in the growth of an antiestablishment Confessing Church that did
(confront Nazi policy publicly up to a point. Both the Catholic and Protestant
Ileaderships were convinced that the Christian faithful would abandon the hierarchy
-1 if the clergy protested too strongly against the Nazis, and they feared such opposition
I might open the doors for the emergence in Germany of a liberal, pluralistic society
i\ that would threaten their fundamentally conservative social outlook. In their minds
the Church's well-being was inevitably tied to the preservation of the old social order
in Germany and elsewhere in Europe.

Some Tentative Conclusions
With the above survey of the attitudes of a select number of Christian andJewish
scholars toward Vatican activities during the Third Reich we are now in a position to
formulate several tentative conclusions. The first, to repeat a point made above, is
that accusations of "silence" against Pius XII and the Vatican are simply unfounded.
We must move beyond this code term to a much more nuanced discussion of the
issues if we are to gain any inSights from our analysis. On the other hand, none of the
historians we have examined, whether Christian or Jewish, seemed convinced that
Fr. Graham's work, however valuable on the narrow issue of "silence," has resolved
all the serious questions at hand.
One conclusion clearly emerges from the research of nearly all the scholars who
I have examined the question thus far with a measure of objectivity. At the level of the
!Vatican, Pius had a profound commitment to .. ~ "diplomat~c:~: chu.rcn-mo-aer.TIiis
\ffOWecrpfliiCipaTly from hls-a:esi~~ -~ot only to prese.ry~-iI-teChurch as a~;institu tion
;.fu,It also to ensure continuation of the consefV[3.ii~~ social ;~d-~r-ihatheiiidhis-Cirde
CIieme<ressentiaTforinefiltUre health of CailiCilicism. And this commitment exer--Zis~ icritIcanrinuence'onrus-resp~-tothe plight of the Jews, Poles, and other
groups who were victims of the Nazis. Behind his "diplomatic" model in practical
affairs seemed to lie a fundamental theological understanding of the Church as a
holy and spotless" reality whose true meaning lay beyond this world. It is only in
some of the Christmas addresses toward the end of his papacy that we have hints
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that Pius may have concluded that a totally new social order was now needed, even
from the perspective of Church survivaF5 While it would be difficult to prove
conclusively; it can at least be suggested that this general shifting of posture on the
social order in Europe may have been responsible in part for his enhanced commitment to Jewish and Polish security in the final years of the Third Reich.
Assigning priority' to an examination of. the Church context of the Vatican's
response during the Nazi period provides us with a perspective rooted in historical
experience. It is a perspective that can prove extremely valuable as the Church
confronts other difficult social situations in the present and the future. I believe that,
consciously or not, Catholicism is beginning to learn from the failings of its policy of
reserve in the face of the Nazi challenge. This learning is not without some struggle,
however. Its recent challenges of unjust political regimes in South Africa, Malawi, the
Philippines, and elsewhere, plus the forthright manner in which the February 1989
PontificalJustice and Peace Commission document on racism condemned apartheid,
antisemitism, and anti-Zionism by name 26 attest to decided movement away from the
caution so evident during the papacy of Pius XII. While the diElomatic model of the
Church has not totally disappeared in Catholic circles, there are now'clear sign? ~h!lt
~Tnniiig to put Ttaside-asit-s~~§J~~a~!n.-im?er!~aI~il_q~_~~t~~g~Q!y
~~c::.me measureorri~IQ.! its i1!?.litu~~.9p~t!.Yfn:-_pgillg.
The tendency to view certain groups as "unfortunate expendables" in the effort \
~uru:a~e t~e su1vaI ~hec:atIiOnc commumiYlsgiadualiyreceqiiliB9-.Cl~1ilit !
this change is ue at east in partto--illebaslctheoiogicaichange-inunde"rstanding the I
-=

--------------.-.----.----..- ..--- ...- . . .

'--.'-"'.'." .....

r

.0urc~ld relationshiE.Jhat~~g~dJ!Q:p1y~!ic:~r:tJr~~~C_~l!1~:nt9.:rU~j::..hurclUni

the Modem World. 27 In ~hat p::.~_e_c_~~~__ !~er~ is2-_.~~l1?l!Q.f ~fa~g!"~at~I_.!!J-tegqli.iQD_\?
~ween the e~~~~!£l)'.~~~.9:._~~~~!!~l:!l~~~~1!IPQ$~$Qf th~_l<!I!g~Q~_Q.~
God than was true in Pius XII's fundamental vision of the Church.
A few cIOsing considerations-are-in·orJer.-;fhai.rsth~~-t~d~;;th the question of
how great a part traditional Catholic antisemitism played in shapini'ihe--vaiican
stance towar t e ews unng t -e-Nazi era. r&;re
is-amPle evidenceto suggesdinad
..----..-----..----.. -.-.---.-.- .. -.---_.- ..•..._-_.-_ ...• _--._..
....... _.'
considerable impact at least in certain countries. France, Germany; Austria, Poland,
E!d Slovak~ especlany;--come-jo-ITiillii. 28'-Atihe-i~:;~fof tb.~Vatic-an--thei;ictureis
much harder to determine with great precision. Virtually no evidence exists of overt
antisemitism at this level, as Jewish commentators such as Riegner have noted. But
what subtle impact regional Catholic antisemitism may have had on policy formulation toward theJews by the Holy See is an issue that awaits further research. This also
holds for the private letters and records of personal discussions at the Vatican level. papers that have not been thoroughly examined. At this point, and until new I
doc mentation is scrutinized, there appear to be ample documentary-grounds fori
maintainmg a tra ltiona C nstlan_ antis~~~tjsm~2-s no!_~!incipaid~~Iiiii~~lJt(
of the v:itlcan's stance-:-rIiiSthesis does not preclude an argument, let it be clear, that
'on-the regional level antisemitism may in fact have been a significant factor in a local
Catholic community's response to the Nazi attack on the Jews.
At this point it must be stressed that if the study of Vatican attitudes is to be
pursued with scholarly integrity and brought to finality, responsible scholars must be
given adequate access to the relevant Vatican archives. CardinalJoseph Bernardin of
~hicago, in his opening plenary address at the May 1992 meeting of the Vatican~---------------
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Jewish International Dialogue held in Baltimore, called for the opening of these
archives. 29 His call was substantially repeated in the final communique approved by
the participants in that dialogue. 3o It is now incumbent upon scholars and Catholic
leaders to join forces in urging the Vatican to implement this recommendation
as quickly as possible.
Third, there is need to raise an issue related to the previously made point about
the centrality for Pius XII of the preservation of Europe's traditional social order.
Several of the papers in the published proceedings of the Historical Society of Israels
1982 Conference on "Judaism and Christianity under the Impact of National Socialism"3l clea~how that many Catholics, in Germany especially (but elsewhere as
well), perCeived tile} ews as-a" threat to their own security and, in s~~ ca§~..&~~fi~m?" .

IO~ 1 JeIaIlsman:~shev~srIi. T"§~~~~<:.~!!1edi~"!>.~ii·farJ!ior~bJ!rntngj~~~~.Et:!a.!i~e to

]Jews than ch~~~""<:.<:>~~~"c:.tt:clV\Ti~1I"t~!ldi~!9J1~L~ntis.emi.ti.§m-,-_~hile often there was
!genuine dismay about what was happeninK to theJ~~_Q!! th~h-uman level, there w"a~
I ~§..o. relief thit- theJewish community's "subv'ersive~."jp.l1.~~!!fe on thLtraditi()~al
social order-was beIng removed. Thoughrne-case has not been documented and
remain;Que oEhos~-un;e;;l~d issues that requires further research, it is legitimate
to entertain the suspicion that, given Pius XII's high personal regard for the German
church where the attitude about the Jewish "erosion" factor was especially strong, it
may have had some impact on the overall shape of Vatican policy.
Consensus is beginning to emerge on some points but, on the whole, the research
is still substantially· incomplete and therefore conclusions must be understood as
tenuous at best. We serve neither sound scholarship nor the cause of ChristianJewish reconciliation with exaggerated charges or attempts to suppress parts of the
actual record. A carefully nuanced approach, based on full scholarly access to
relevant documentation, is the only approach worthy of the name of scholarship and
capable of building a new foundation for Catholic-Jewish understanding in our time.
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